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About This Game

Sequel to the critically acclaimed, squad-based/real-time tactical combat game, Full Spectrum Warrior: Ten Hammers delivers
the most authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever. As Squad Leader, coordinate the actions of multiple infantry
squads, leading them through over 12 levels of intense action. Utilize authentic combat tactics to command your squad as you

battle enemies with an explosive arsenal of weapons, high-tech military equipment and new controllable mechanized units. New
advanced squad controls give you more in-depth tactical command over your squad as you lead them through a variety of

realistic combat missions. With all new multiplayer modes, go online and team up with a friend in two player co-op or go head-
to-head with up to eight players through a variety of new adversarial and team-based objective missions.

Innovative gaming experience - Combines intense squad based combat and real-time tactical action, delivering the
most authentic and realistic infantry combat experience ever.
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New Squad Controls - Independently controllable scout & buddy teams, ability to give orders to one team while
controlling another, and ability to enter buildings and position sniper teams.

Advanced reactive enemy AI that reacts realistically to combat situations.

Expansive, non-linear level design  with multiple pathways to accomplish objectives.

New Multiplayer Experience - Full Spectrum Warrior style gameplay with both Co-op and Adversarial (Coalition vs.
Opfor) online multiplayer modes.
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Old, but a great strategic shooter... takes alot of coordination and replaying... I burned my PS2 out playing this game, it was one
of the only games that I had to keep trying and trying at, but never got sick of! If you want some intense strategy and thinking,
wiht coordinating teams and such through hostile urban environments, your gonna love this game.... awesome game. makes you
think several moves ahead. very unforgiving if you make a mistake , which is what this type of game needs. worth every penny i
paid.. Ah the memories. It's a very good tactical squad based game. You command 2-3 squads depending on the missions. The
goal is to point fire, suppress, flank, and eliminate the enemies. It's hard but worth it. Strategic and fun. This is not for casuals or
kids. This game offers improvement over the first but some of the classic features are should have returned. It is still a pretty
fun tactical game. It's a third-person squad based game. The story is pretty good, telling the lives and stories of each soldiers. It's
pretty sad but it makes you feel the characters. The game is intense, fun and full of strategies. Though there are times when
enemies are unforgiven and spawn behind you, especially on the hardest difficulty. Can be annoying and frustrating but it's a fun
overall game. I just wish they can make a third in the series, despite all the characters had "moved on". Still would love to see
this kind of gameplay! Fantastic game, 9.5/10! Play it!!!!!!!!!. Don't play this game if you have anger management issues.

Good game though.. Please note: The game works really well with a controller
This game is like the original but you have a whole new team, you still have Mendez but now there is a new sgt. There are a few
add ons. You can have your rifleman and TL sharpshoot to hit an enemy behind cover. With your m4\/203 you can aim it by
selecting him and holding R. And with your SAW you an hold R and lay down suppression on a certain enemy with just that one
man. What else is nice too is you can split your team into "buddy teams" or teams of two, you can take one squad adn make the
G and R go together and have your TL and SAW go together. This is a nice addon for flanking and getting close for a frag. You
can also control Bradleys which is nice because you can use it for cover and taking out enemy cover. You can also use the
cannon and the MG to supress enemies or take out technicals. What else is nice is that you can have two members of your
sqauds taken out and still play on unlike the original where only one can be taken out. Play 1v2 against friends
friends dont know how to play the game
they send one squad out in the open (they are playing as US)
i send one guy to flank them
kills the entire squad

10/10 would flank again. This game would have been quite fun if it actually was working, but it isnt all that great, it's a bit
annoying because if you lose one team member you have lost and must start all over again, game is old as hell, and you can't use
modern resolution, if it wasn't for the resolution problem, I would recommend the game, cus it is fun to play if you actually
manage to play it, but that is no guaratie, as for now, save your 1 dollar or whatever it cost now cus it isn't worth it, they should
not be selling old games like this on Steam not playable on modern computers., it's a friggin scam, don't even bother trying to
play the previous game, I could not even start it cus the screen was flickering all over the place, had to reboot my computer to
get out of it. I will ask for a refund.. Full Spectrum Warrior Ten Hammers, the Seqeul of Full Spectrum Warrior is quite epic.

its a bit hard at some points, but fun and chelleging at others.

i played this game and it's Sequel a long time ago, it was memory that i was able to get back.

this get is quite amazing. I have played many hours of this game on the original Xbox. It was good back then and still is today.
The gameplay is still unique. It's high paced tactical and strategic gameplay.
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Would really like to play it, but at one point in the tutorial there's a spot where enemies spawn nonstop and start running into
your position, even running past you. Maybe I didn't take the path the game wants me to go and should have both teams in the
next courtyard already, I don't know.
What's worse is though that if one of your soldiers gets hit the slow motion does not end...dunno if that's just in the tutorial
mission or the whole game because I did not progress any further.

I loved the first Full Spectrum Warrior but apparently this one's not for me.. Well, I just wanna say that this game is a bit of
nostlagia to me, so I may be biased. :\/
With that said, I can say I really like this game, even thou it sometimes makes me wanna throw myself outta tall buildings, yet
still, you won\u00b4t find better on this concept. It gives you somewhat good look at guerila wars today with huge changes from
the first Full Spectrum Warrior. What the first game lacked, the second brings. Soldiers are sometimes acting stupid, but you
just have to slowly learn, trust me. I would still wait a while to buy it on sale, in case the game is not for you.. I played the first
game (for xbox\/360) and loved the simple command system that allowed you to pull off complex orders and plans. Ten
Hammers takes away some of the simplicity of the original with new and complex mechanics that are a bit hard to get the hang
of but once you do it makes the game better than the first. The abuility to make a 4 man fire team into 2 two man teams replaces
bounding from the first game, you are now able to aim individual soldiers wepons inorder to eliminate priority targets as well as
the addition of breaching and clearing buildings. I will recomoned this game to any person who enjoys tactical\/sqaud based
staratgy games although I do recomened that you watch all the battle logs\/tutarial videos and us a game pad.. Got this game up
on the original Xbox. It was a gem of a game that I spent countless hours upon just on the campaign alone. Bought it again on
the pc, and mowed through the campaign multiple times again for the sake of ol' times. The game has its pros and cons but what
got me hooked is the solid gameplay mechanics of its squad command.

7/10

. Best game in Tactical Puzzle genre.. I'm writing this with a word of WARNING - profiles can get corrupted at random. It
happened to me, couldn't make myself start over from the beginning for the third time. The same bug exists in the xbox version.
Besides this game-breaking bug it is truly a diamond in the rough, like most games by R.I.P Pandemic. Full Spectrum Warrior
Ten Hammers, the Seqeul of Full Spectrum Warrior is quite epic.

its a bit hard at some points, but fun and chelleging at others.

i played this game and it's Sequel a long time ago, it was memory that i was able to get back.

this get is quite amazing. Dated it might be, but this game is definately worth a look. A fun, challenging, and quite honestly,
punishing tactical game. You control a few different 4 man squads (squads can also be broken up into 2 man buddy teams
essentially creating mini squads) and sometimes a vehicle or other special unit. The story and story dialogue is a little cheesy, but
I honestly don't care. The gameplay is great and the combat dialogue is surprisingly responsive to what is actually going on. You
task your soldiers with breaching rooms, moving to corners, taking cover, laying down suppressing fire, throwing grenades,
covering a sector, etc. Even on easy difficulty the game is very unforgiving and can be challenging, especially when you're just
starting out. Send your troops charging into the room recklessly? They're gonna get dropped by a bunch of AK-toting sand-
dwellers. Have good ol' sarge run out from the corner into the street? He's gonna catch a tank shell in the face. Decide to jump
out from behind cover and say boo? All your guys are gonna die. Or if there's an enemy with an rpg in a window and you decide
it's not worth moving your squad from behind your lovely flowerbox, you're going to have to casevac an entire squad. Basically
if you don't play it smart in this game, you will lose. It is challenging game and requires the use of real tactics. Have your LMG
trooper lay down suppressing fire so you can move your second team into a flanking position. Lay down smoke so you can enter
a building to get an angle on the enemies in cover. You get the idea. Great game, well worth the price.
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